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Ready for take-off 

Written by: Ryann Dean, CFA, CA(SA), Global Equity Analyst at Aylett & Co. Fund Managers 

 

Since the beginning of time, humans have been explorers. First by foot, then using the wheel, animals, and boats. 

Today, we fly across continents in pressurised metal tubes. Some of the elite among us are even starting to fly 

into outer space for leisure.  

COVID-19 was the greatest shock ever experienced by the global travel industry. Planes were grounded, hotels 

were shut, and ships were berthed. Offices closed and work-from-home became a fast reality for those lucky 

enough to still have work. Home suddenly became the only destination for most people.   

These days, we are further along the COVID-19 pandemic timeline with the clarity that hindsight affords us but try 

cast your mind back to early 2020. Fear and uncertainty prevailed, vaccines were on the distant horizon and 

everyone’s lives had fundamentally changed. Stock markets globally had crashed, and headlines everywhere 

blared the structural changes happening in many industries. Life would never be the same. Massive disruption 

was predicted for travel. Zoom calls were our future.  

However, as investors, we know that there is often wide disparity between the prevailing narrative and the reality 

that ultimately transpires. This disparity is largest in times of turmoil which gives great opportunities to acquire 

assets at significant discounts to their fair value. Travel companies were among the worst casualties of the initial 

market crash and their recovery was far slower to non-existent versus many other industries.  
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A lower share price is not necessarily an indicator of value though. Did the pandemic create structural changes 

that impaired the value of companies in the travel industry? If so, then the lower valuations for many companies 

might in fact be correct and to simply assume some level of mean reversion would be wrong. To answer those 

questions, an assessment of the history of travel and what has driven (pun, unintended) it, would be required.   

Travel history 

Air traffic is the best metric to use to assess travel trends over time, particularly leisure travel. It ties into both an 

expanding desire to travel and the ability to afford it. The first leisure trips are always local as those are most 

easily afforded. As affordability grows, the destinations become further, more exotic, and more often than not, 

involve flight.  As illustrated below, the desire of people to travel more as they become wealthier is both consistent 

and predictable across the world.1 

 

We clearly like to travel and travel more as we get wealthier. So, how has air travel trended over the very long 

term? The Boeing disclosure2 on air traffic below answers it clearly. The long-term trend of the graph is undeniable, 

as is the severity of the COVID-19 downturn. COVID-19 was a truly global shutdown so the recovery could be 

longer than past crises (9/11 and the global financial crisis) as shown below. However, the monetary and fiscal 

stimulus from many governments worldwide has been significant during COVID-19. This means consumer and 

corporate balance sheets are generally healthy, which bodes well for travel affordability, once restrictions ease. 
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Decision-making 

The key question to have been asking last year was: Would COVID-19 cause demand destruction or demand 

suppression? Would the holiday or meeting fall away forever, or would it happen again when restrictions were 

eased? Demand destruction would mean lower travel volumes for longer, perhaps permanently. If it was demand 

suppression, then the impact would likely be in the short to medium term only. If your view was (as ours was) that 

COVID-19 and the restrictions caused demand suppression, then you would look for companies that were being 

unfairly priced relative to their long-term cash earnings potential.  

This is not to say there will not be some permanent changes, but there are none that should materially affect the 

overall desirability and growth of travel in the long term. Local travel might be more of an option for many families 

in the future. An overnight flight for one meeting is probably going to be harder to justify now. Remote working for 

certain jobs is likely to remain but might be offset by more team-building occasions. Zoom meetings are here to 

stay. However, the first time a salesperson using Zoom for meetings loses a client to another who chose to meet 

the client in person would probably the last time they would use Zoom. Travel has always adapted through time 

as our technologies and needs have changed. The telephone could be considered the virtual meeting of the past. 

Companies will still travel to sell products, sign deals, attend conferences and meet suppliers. People will still fly 

to visit friends and family and go on holidays.  

In times of turmoil, the permanence and impact of many changes tends to be overestimated and extrapolated. 

Humans, aggregated across a large enough sample size, tend to be quite predictable in key behaviours and the 

desire to travel is one of these behaviours. When fears of change are high, being able to rationally assess the 

facts and think long-term is key to finding great investment opportunities. 

Company selection 

Concluding that we likely faced demand suppression, the question was then: Where to invest? Looking back to 

the market trough, you could have almost owned any business globally and have made money today. If you want 

to own companies for the long term though you need to be more selective in your choices and seek those that 
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are truly differentiated and will come out of a crisis in a stronger position. This allows for the multi-year 

compounding of returns and true wealth creation. It also allows the confidence to buy more should the recovery 

get disrupted and share prices fall again (as we have seen multiple times with subsequent COVID-19 waves 

globally). 

It is useful to also exclude specific, idiosyncratic company risk where possible. An example would be a regional 

airline. They are tied to one area, with specific population dynamics and the risks of isolated political and lockdown 

restrictions that affect their business only. Many of these probably looked cheap at the time but the risks in owning 

them were unnecessary to take on.  

This process of eliminating unnecessary risks leads to certain business models and companies. They include 

companies with global operations, unique advantages and market leading positions – often companies that 

operate the underlying infrastructure and systems for travel (whether physical or in software). Asset-light 

businesses are preferable, where possible, as they do not have the costs of maintaining the planes or hotels when 

demand has collapsed. 

Companies we invested in last year included an online travel agency that benefits the moment travel recovers. 

Another is a company that builds vital components for all commercial airline models in flight today; and still another 

is a software system provider that earns money when a passenger books and when they board, facilitating the 

transaction without needing to own the actual assets. The final one is an emerging markets airport owner which 

is the purest definition of an actual toll booth as passengers must use their facilities to fly. 

So, it is not as simple as just buying a basket of downtrodden travel stocks. We need to sift through the wreckage 

and find the quality companies that are priced incorrectly. These are companies where the timing of the travel 

recovery is less important – ones that can continue investing into their own business and entrenching their own 

competitive advantages while waiting for demand to return. Ones where the risk-reward is clearly skewed in favour 

of patient investors. 

Where are we now? 

The recovery has not been linear. Local leisure travel was the first to show strong recovery as everyone tried to 

book a holiday. Corporate travel recovery has been slower as many offices have remained closed, but it is 

improving as business resumes worldwide. International travel is the final laggard, but it is improving as border 

restrictions are lifted. Every new COVID-19 wave globally changes the timing of the recovery. We cannot forecast 

an exact date when travel recovers to 2019 levels, but we never needed precision on a date. Our research allowed 

us to buy great businesses, at prices far below a conservative estimate of fair value. Timing of the recovery just 

changes the cash flow profile, but not the long-term valuation. These businesses (and share prices) have already 

benefitted from the nascent recovery with plenty more to come.   

Travel is intrinsic to being human. Travel brings connection, empathy, understanding and awareness of others. 

Travel allows us to leave our ordinary lives briefly and experience somewhere different. By investing into the travel 

industry, we are just making a bet that human nature has not changed.  

“The real voyage of discovery consists not in seeing new landscapes, but in having new eyes.”   — Marcel Proust 
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RPK is revenue passenger kilometres. It is a common airline metric and is quite simply the distance 

travelled by paying passengers. The 3- and 2-year periods are the recovery timelines for global air RPK’s 

from 9/11 and the global financial crisis respectively. 
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Glacier Research would like to thank Ryann Dean for his contribution to this week’s 
Funds on Friday. 
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